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(ABSTRACT)

The effectiveness of an EMI filter is closely related to the impedance of the

noise source. Due to the time-varying nature of the noise source impedance of an off-

line power supply, the measurement of it cannot be done using conventional imped-

ance measuring methods. Two new methods, the insertion loss method and the signal

injection method, are proposed to perform such a measurement. The insertion loss

method utilizes the EMI emission as a signal source and derives the source impedance

by measuring the emission attenuation caused by an inserted impedance. The signal

injection method injects a signal to the power supply and measures the response. The

insertion loss method is verified experimentally both for common mode and differen-

tial mode, The signal iniection method for common mode source impedance meas-

urement is experimentally verified. That for differential mode source impedance



measurement requires a faster equipment and is not fully verified.

An EMI filter is usually characterized in the n1anufacturer‘s catalog by its at-

tenuation in a standard system (509 source impedance and 500 load impedance). The

effectiveness of the filter in a practical system may significantly deviate from the manu-

facturer’s data. To provide the users with practically useful information, a scheme to

characterize the EMI filter, the impedancc matrix approach is proposed. This ap-

proach taltes parasitic effect into consideration and the parameters can be measured

relatively easily. The approach is verified experimentally by applying a commercial

EMI filter to a power supply and comparing the prcdicted attenuation with the meas-

ured one.
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INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic interference (EMI) design has always been a serious concern for power

electronic engineers. It affects not only the EMI performance of the circuit but also the

size and the cost of the system. It is fair to say that EMI design often determines if a

product can be successfully introduced to the market in a timely fashion.

The performance of an EMI filter depends not only on the filter itself but also the

noise source and load impedance, Fig. I-1 illustrates this assertion. In both Fig. l·1(a)

and (b), the same filter is used for different source impedance (Z,) and load impedance

(Z,) conditions, and the filter attenuations are drastically different, as shown by Fig, l-

1(c). In EMI measurements, the load impedance is that of a standardized network

known as the Line Impedance Stabilization Network (LISN) and is therefore always

known. The source impedance, however, varies among different circuits and is usually

unknown. This fact has two implications for the designers.

(I) In general, without knowing the noise source impedance, it is difficult to design

an effective EMI filter.

(2) lf an off-the-shelf commercial filter is the choice, the catalog attenuation data

given traditionally for a filter is meaningless because in reality, the effectiveness of the

Chapterl Introduction l
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cifilterdepends on source impedance which varies from one power supply to another.

lt is the intention of this thesis to address these two issues. They will be discussed

separately in the following.

1.1 Measurement of Noise Source Impedance

Schneider [1] proposed a method to measure Z, in off-line converters. The method re-

lies on the resonance between an adjustable load inductor or capacitor and the noise

source. There are several drawbacks in that approach, First, it is difficult to build ad-

justable inductors and capacitors, Second, the dependency on resonance makes it diffi-

cult to go beyond 1MHz. Third, the source impedance has to be assumed of first or-

der, i,e,, either capacitive or inductive.

In this thesis, two new methods to measure Z, are proposed and experimentally

verified. The first approach is the Insertion Loss Method (ILM). In the Insertion Loss

Method, the magnitude of Z, can be easily measured by measuring the attenuation of

an inserted series or shunt impedance component. The phase of Z, can then be derived

by the Hilbert transform. The concept of insertion loss method is not new, but it’s the

first time being proposed and implemented to deal with the source impedance issue of

a switching power supply. The second proposed approach is based on external signal

injection and is named the Signal Injection Method (SIM) by the author. Experiments

to implement these two methods are proposed and verified in this thesis. Both meth-

ods are good up to a fairly high frequency and are easy to apply.

Chapterl Eitroducuon 2
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1.2 Characteriution of EMI Filters

Another topic in this thesis is the characterization of an EMI filter, especially a com-

mercial EMI filter. Up to date, all commercially available EMI filters are characterized

by filter attenuation curves published in the manufacturers' catalogs. However, these

attenuation curves are obtained with a 500 system, i.e. both the source and the load

impedance are assumed 500 resistive. In reality, the source and load impedance of the

circuit under test can be very much different from 500 and therefore, the manufactur-

ers' published attenuation curves could deviate significantly from reality. In the past,

due to the lack of knowledge of the noise source impedance, further effort to character—

ize these filters was not very meaningful, However, as it becomes easier to obtain the

noise source impedance information, prediction of filter effectiveness becomes practi-

cal.

A new method is proposed and implemented in this thesis to characterize EMI fil-

ters. Instead of characterizing the filter by attenuation curves as conventionally done,

it is proposed the filter be described by its impedance matrix. This can be done with-

out having to assume the values of source and load impedance. From the measured

impedance matrix and given source and load impedance, the filter attenuation curves

can be readily calculated. The parameters of the proposed method can be obtained ex-

perimentally with common equipment.

E am
tihnpn-r} Introduction 4
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I.3 Difference between Source Impedance Z, and Input Impedance Z,

The meanings of the two impedances, Z, and Z, are totally different. Z, is related to the

control issue and Z, is related to the EMI issue of a power supply, Within the control

bandwidth, Z, can have a negative real part while Z, is always passive. Regardless of the

difference in meaning, however, the measurement technique of Z, used in practice may

seem applicable to Z, measurement. As will be explained in Section 3.2.1 on page 31,

the approach used to measure Z, is not suitable for the measurement of Z, due to high

frequency considerations.

In this thesis, Chapter II briefly reviews some of the issues involved in conducted

EMI measurements. Chapter III introduces the two new methods to measure Z,. Is-

sues related to Hilbert transform and time-varying Z, measurement are also discussed.

Measurement results using both methods are shown and verified. An off-line switch-

ing power supply was used in the experimental verification. Both methods were used

and the results were compared. In Chapter IV, the method of using the impedance ma-

trix to describe an EMI filter is introduced. The reason for choosing impedance matrix

rather than other types of describing matrices is also discussed, The impedance matrix

of a commercial EMI filter is measured and its usefulness is verified by the agreement

between the predicted and measured attenuations, Chapter V concludes the thesis.

Future research areas are also suggested.

T Y T T
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Chapter II

Comoucno EMI Mmsuxmawrs

In this chapter, a brief review of conducted EMI measurement is given, Then several

special issues are discussed in Sections 2,3, 2,4 and 2,5. These issues are closely related

to the experimental results to be described in later chapters,

2.1 Conducted EMI Measurement Setup

The setup for conducted EMI measurement is represented in Fig. 2-1, Inside the dotted

box is a Line Impedance Stabilization Network (LISBU. The LISN is used to provide a

fixed noise load to the DUT so that the difference between test sites is inconsequential.

The 60Hz power signal can pass through the LISN without being impeded, whereas

the high frequency EMI signals are highly damped, The two IKS) resistors are called

bleeding resistors and are used to discharge the capacitors after use for safety reasons,

Two BNC connectors are connected to the two IKQ resistors and are called RF ports,

Measurement of EMI emissions is made at one of the two RF ports of the LISN. The

two RF ports are always terminated with SOQ resistors, either a dummy load or the

input impedance of a spectrum analyzer, In Fig, 2-I, the upper RF port (LINE side) is

I
ciisprätt tzondumd EMI Mluurénnis 6
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terminated with the dummy load while the lower RF port (NEUTRAL side) is con-

nected to a spectrum analyzer. Since the input impedance of the spectrum analyzer

channel is 509, the right two legs of the LISN are thus equally terminated.

2.2 Separation of Emission Modes by Power Combiners

Although separation of noise emission into common mode (CM below) and differen-

tial mode (DM below) is not required by regulatory agencies, it plays an important role

in the EMI filter designing process. This is because CM signal is pure noise whereas

DM contains the useful (and huge) 60Hz power signal as well as noise. This makes

CM noise much more easily filtered than DM due to a much reduced inductor size.

The definition of CM and DM voltages or currents is explained in Fig. 2-2. The

currents I, and I2 are called total currents because they represent the real noise currents

flowing in the two wires. The two 509 resistors represent the two noise paths pro-

vided by the LISN (refer to Fig. 2-1 also). The CM current and voltage are defined as:

l<‘.n=%‘(l|+I2) (I)

(2)

and the DM current and voltage are defined as:

II)\I:%”(ll—I2) (3)

(*1)

A device called ‘the noise separator’ has been reported which can be used to

T Y
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separate the CM and DM noise [2] and will be used in later chapters. The portion of

the noise separator that rejects CM and passes DM is called the DM detector. The por-

tion which reiects DM and passes CM is called the CM detector. It should be pointed

out that the two types of detectors have limited rejection of the mode they are sup-

posed to reject. Rejection ability is usually described by rejection ratio which is ob-

tained by dividing the signal appearing at the input end by that appearing at the output

end. It shall be helpful to later discussions to define two terms here:

CMReszdual: CM signal appearing at the output end of a DM detector.

DM Reszdual: DM signal appearing at the output end of a CM detector.

2.3 Broadband Signals and Narrowband Signals

There are three basic EMI noise classes: narrowband, broadband and random [3]. Dis-

tinguishing between noise classes is very important in terms of EMI filter design. The

regulatory requirements on different noise classes are usually different. The way to

suppress noises of different classes is also different.

A periodic signal is considered broadband if its fundamental frequency (and hence

the harmonic pitch) is much lower than the designated resolution bandwidth (RBW)

setting of a spectrum analyzer (SA below) so that no individual sinusoidal components

can be discerned. Otherwise the signal is considered narrowband, also known as con-

tinuous wave or sinewave.

From the definition, it is clear that whether a periodic signal is broadband or nar-

Y
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rowband depends on the RBW setting. Since a periodic signal’s harmonic pitch is

equal to its fundamental frequency, when the signal has a very low fundamental fre-

quency compared to the RBW, the resolution bandwidth filter of a SA will pass nu-

merous harmonics and if the peak detector is used, the summed effect will be dis-

played. This makes the originally very small but closely spaced harmonics appear as a

relatively huge harmonic. Since the broadband signal in the time domain is a series of

sparsely spaced pulses, even if its total energy within a resolution bandwiclth is compa-

rable to that of a narrowband signal, the former is less a nuisance in broadcasting. The

use of a quasi-peak detector by the FCC regulations serves the purpose of distinguish-

ing the two types of signals by greatly damping the broadband signals.

ln an off-line converter, the broadband noise is usually caused by the interruption

of LISN inductor currents when the input rectifier turns off. The LISN currents end

up charging the LISN capacitors, causing differential mode impulses with a 12OHz

pulse repetition rate.

EMC regulations sometimes have a relaxed requirement on broadband signals. The

degree of relaxation depends on the pulse repetition rate of the broadband signal.

A signal can be identified as a broadband signal if it meets the following criteria.

1) Number of harmonics increases when sweep time of the SA increases, and vice

versa.

2) Magnitucles of harmonics decrease when RBW of the SA decreases.

3) Magnitudes of harmonics decreasc when Video Bandwidth (VBW) of the SA

Y Y
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decreases,

No narrowband signals meets any of the above descriptions.

As an illustration, Fig. 2-3 shows some pictures describing a situation when nar-

rowband and broadband signals are mixed. It can be seen in (a) that there are huge

pulses repeating at l2OHz, When a SA is used to measure the signal, different results

can be obtained with different setting of the sweep time. ln (b), three harmonics of the

narrow band signal are clearly recogniuble. There are only four occurrences of

broadband spikes. The time between two adjacent spikes is equal to the time between

two adjacent pulses in (a). As the sweep time increases, the narrowband harmonics

remain unchanged but the broadband spikes become more and more closely spaced, as

can be seen in (6), (d) and (e). Notice that sometimes the highest peak of the broad·

band spiltes in the spectrum far exceeds those of the narrowband harmonics and this

may result in a false measurement when using a peak detector without distinguishing

the two classes of signals.

Understanding of this section should help interpret the measurement results to be

discussed in Section 3.3,

2.4 Zero-Span Mode of a Spectrum Analyzer

Zero-Span is a special mode of operation of a SA because the SA stays at a fixed point

on the frequency axis and displays signal power around that frequency only.

ln the Zero-Span mode, a SA behaves similarly to an oscilloscope, i.e. the abscissa

T i
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represents time instead of frequency. The major difference between the two is the

RBW filter of the SA is a band pass filter whereas the filter in an oscilloscope is usually

a low pass filter, or course, the SA usually detects and displays only the peak of the

time-domain signal at the output of the RBW filter, while the oscilloscope displays in-

stantaneous values.

Zero-Span is sometimes a more convenient way to look at amplitude-modulated

signals when the modulating signal is of very low frequency. This will be further ex-

plained in the next section.

As an illustration, Fig, 2-4 shows a zero-span screen. The SA is not sweeping on

the frequency axis but rather stays at the center frequency (269.5KHz in the figure).

What is displayed is signal amplitude versus time. If the signal is a continuous wave, its

zero span should appear a flat line. That the upper trace in Fig. 2~4 is not a flat line in-

dicates the amplitude is being modulated. lt can be told from the picture that the fre-

quency of the modulating signal is approximately IZOHZ. Zero-span feature of a SA

will be used to observe the emission of an amplitude modulated signal in Section 2.5.

2.5 Amplitude—Modulated Harmonics

Since a switching power supply is a non-linear circuit, magnitudes of harmonics are

sometimes modulated. This is especially true when an off-line (non·PFC) converter is

concerned. The diode bridge in the off-line converter turns on and off at 120Hz, mak-

ing the impedance of the noise path alternate at the same frequency. For an amplitude-

VW W
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modulated signal, its harmonics change amplitude with each sweep when ‘free-run’

trigger mode is chosen,

As an example, Fig. Z-S shows an off-linc flybaclt converter whose conducted emis-

sions are being measured. Fig, 2-6 shows the zero-span picture at the specified fre-

quency (269.SKHz) of three signals. The highest trace is CM emission, the middle

trace is DM emission, and the lowest trace is the attenuated DM emission when an X-

impedance (1ttF in series with a 10 resistor) is inserted. The four flat tops in the CM

trace, each lasting about 1.6ms, are found to coincide with diode bridge ON period, So

the zero-span of the fundamental CM component tells us that the CM emission is

higher when the diode bridge is on, and lower when off. Notice that the DM emission

(middle trace) seems to be the opposite. This will be explained further in Section 3.3,

Since the modulating frequency is IZOH7., it would not be possible to discern the

sideband harmonics with a IOKHZ RBW, Under a much lower RBW (10Hz, for ex-

ample), it is possible that the modulated signal be resolved into sidebands but the fre-

quency of the carrier has to be very stable, otherwise the spectrum would appear pol-

Iuted. In the context of EMI emission measutement, zertrspan is a good way to exam-

ine amplitude-modulated harmonics generated by an off-line converter.

c1„p1„11 czonäucwd EMI Meßuremäé
T
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Chapter III

Mmsuuuvtcisrr OF Noise Souxct; IM1=1;t>ANct;

In this chapter, two methods to measure the noise source impedance (Z,) are proposed:

the Insertion Loss Method and the Signal Injection Method. Both methods will be de-

scribed in detail in the first two sections. It is to be noted that the measurement of

noise source impedance is carried out while the power supply is in an operating condi-

tion. Issues of interpreting the measurement results pertinent to off-line power sup-

plies are addressed in Section 3.3. It is found that the diode bridge of an off-line power

supply can cause severe unbalance in the circuit and introduce significant DM noise

during diode bridge OFF time. The conclusion is to totally ignore the DM source im·

pedance during diode bridge OFF time. Experimental Verification using an off-line

switching power supply will be covered in Section 3.4.

3.1 Insertion Loss Method to Measure Source Impedance

The concept of noise source impedance is based on the simplified noise emission pat-

tern shown in Fig. 3-I. The DUT (noise generating circuit such as a power supply) is

reduced to a one-port network (whose impedance is the Z,) and the LISN is represented

by a resistor RM,. An EMI filter is then reduced to a two-port network that is insertecl

Chapter III Measurement ol Noise Source Impedance 19
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in between the DUT and the LISN, see Fig. 3-2. The idea of Insertion Loss Method

(ILM) is very simple. Referring to Fig. 3-3, if a piece of filter element (either 2,,,,,, or

2,,,,,,,,) is inserted between Z, and R,,_,,, the noise voltage across R,,__, will change (usually

reduced). This change is measured by insertion loss (or attenuation) A which is defined

as the ratio of voltages across RM before and after the filter element is inserted, see Fig.

3-2 and the equation below.

V ,

A = ¥ (5)
l

W

lt is noted that the insertion loss is a complex number in general, although usually

only the magnitude is measured. From the measured insertion loss and the impedance

of the inserted filter element, the magnitude of the source impedance lZ,| can be di-

rectly calculated as described in the following section.

3.1.1 Measurerrzerzz of Maggizude ot Source Imgdarzce

When obtaining (2,1, either series insertion method or shunt insertion method is

used, depending on the relative magnitude of |Z,l versus RM,. Three cases are dis-

cussed in the following,

CASEL |Z,l >>R,,_,

In such a case, the series insertion method is used (see Fig. 3-3(a)). By inserting a

series component, the expression for attenuation can be simplified as follows:

5
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RMA
V

A I I (6)
IREW1 XVx Rlmil

*Z„

F1.„.„+ .„+Z.„.„ ·

Since |Z,| > > RMA is assumed, Eq.(6) becomes:

A Z 1 + . (7)

From Eq.(7) we have,

Z A.
]|A]- 1] g]%]$]A|+1, (s)

where |Z,„„,| is given, and |A | is obtained through attenuation measurement.

Since can take any phase angle, the best estimate for its magnitude, when no

knowledge of the phase angle is assumed, is the geometric mean of the two boundaries

of its magnitude:

Z , z
Z ]]]A|—1]¤(]A]+1)Z ]|A] -1] (9)

Zt

In other words,

Z
(w)

,]|1A1‘ - ¤|

Obviously, the larger the insertion loss is, the more accurate Eq.(lO) will be. This

equation will be used later in Section 3.4 for linding the source impedance of a power

supply.

V
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CASEIL |Z„| < < RM,

ln such a case, the shunt insertion method is used (see Fig. 3-3(b)), By inserting a

shunt component, the expression for attenuation can be simplified as follows:

ßlwd V

A ,

+R/eeyßlmunrRznura
/Zr»u„„+Z«

‘

Since |Z,\ < < RM, is assumed, Eq.(11) becomes:

Z

A = 1+4 . 12Z,„„„.
‘

I

Similar to CASE I, |Z,| can be besr estimated as the following provided no knowledge

of the phase of is assumed:

2IZ„1=1Z,t„„„I¤ IIA1 -11, <w>

where again |ZM,„[ is given and |A | is obtained through attenuation measurement.

CASE III |Z,| undRM, ofCompamI7Ie Magnitude

Should such a case occur, RM, can be decreased or increased so that either CASE I

or CASE II is satisfied. A better approach is to use a reference filter so that the LISN

inductors and capacitors do not form a limitation to the noise load impedance (the

50uH LISN inductor limits the highest RM, value and the 0.luF LISN capacitor limits

how low RM, can be). A typical reference filter in the shunt insertion method is an

inductor. See Fig. 3-4. The baseline emission is measured with Z„, in place. When Z„,

Chapter in Measurement ot Noise seureeimpelänee
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is made much greater than 2,, the attenuation of the voltage between nodes a and h

caused by Z,/,,,,,, is given by Eq.(12). Since the noise load is always R/WJ + Z,,/, the at-

tenuation seen by R,__,, is also given by the same equation.

Similarly, series insertion method is also applicable. lnstead of using a series im-

pedance as the 2,,/, a shunt impedance much lower than the source impedance can be

used to decrease the load impedance. Apparently, Eq,(l0) is the right formula to use

now.

It may be unclear that without first knowing |Z,|, how does one know whether

CASE l or CASE II above is true. The answer is to make a trial measurement first.

When the series insertion method is applied, |R/M, + Z,} can be found by Eq,(6). If the

lR,,,_/ + Z,| turns out to be much greater than R,,„/, then CASE l must be true, Simi-

larly, when the shunt insertion method is used, [R/M//Z,| can be found by Eq,(l1). If

the measured lR,,,_,,//Z,| is much less than R,,,_,, then CASE ll must be true.

3.1.2. Driving Phase lnlomtazion Using Hilbert TY¤71X!0777l

Z, is a complex function of frequency in general. The magnitude of Z, can be found

by either Eq.(10) or Eq.(13), as described above. But the phase of Z, cannot be found

from the same equations. In many applications, the information of phase angle of 2, is

inconsequential. In case the phase is desired, Hilbert transform can be used to derive it

[4]. Hilbert transform basically establishes a relationship between the phase 22/cql and

magnitude of a minimum phase function such as the impedance function [4],

Chapter [ll Measurement Öl Noise Source Impedance
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see Eq.(l4).

“r->
= l«l?;‘f”I],;Fi‘ZZZ'< <¤··>

As long as the magnitude function |Z,(ag)| is known over a fairly wide frequency

range (e,g, 0 ~f„„), the phase function ZZ/aj can usually be known quite accurately at

least up to A theoretical example is given in the following to illustrate the

point,

A linear and time invariant one-port network as shown in Fig. 3-4 is to be used as

an example. Suppose the magnitude of the input impedance of the circuit is known

only up to 2OMHz, as shown in Fig, 3-5, The rest of the magnitude curve is guessed by

the dotted straight line.

By applying the algorithm proposed in [4], phase can be derived over the same fre-

quency range and is shown in Fig. 3-6 as the broken curve, It can be seen that the de-

rived and actual phases match quite well in this example.

In a practical situation, the order of the system is never known. That is, the num-

ber of poles and zeros beyond the maximum measured frequency is not known., This

may bring the doubt that although each pole or zero contributes little to the low fre-

quency phase, how does one know that there shall not be enough of them to have sig-

nificant contribution to the low frequency phase? If that is the case, then the unac-

counted for high frequency poles and zeros may become a uncontrollable source of er-

ror to the phase below the maximum measured frequency. Fortunately, for a passive

impedance, the difference between the number of poles and the number of zeros can
Y T
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mzneverexceed one otherwise the impedance is no longer passive. This ensures that the

contributions of high frequency poles and zeros to low frequency phase tend to cancel

and the error caused is negligible.

3.2 Signal Injection Method To Measure Source Impedance

By using the signal injection method, a signal is injected externally to the DUT, and

the response of the DUT is measured, The source impedance of the one-port network

is calculable from the measured response, There are numerous ways to measure im-

pedance, Some methods are more restricted than others as to the situations to which

they can be applied. Among all those methods, the I-V method is the most straight-

forward and is widely used by impedance analyzers. However, it is to be pointed out

that the l-V method is not a suitable way to measure the noise source impedance, when

the switching power supply (DUT) is in operating condition. The more flexible V-V

method is proposed as the appropriate implementation of the Signal Injection Method.

3.2.1 A Quick Review o[ I-l/Methodand lfl/Method

Fig. 3-8 shows the simplified conceptual diagram of the I-V method. Thevoltageand

current (I) at the one-port terminals are measured and the source impedance is

equal to the ratio V/I, provided the source voltage lf is very small compared to in-

jected signal lfm,. When lf is significant, measurement is feasible with the help of a

tracking generator, so that the harmonics of the noise source can be avoided. The I-V

T N
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approach is typically employed by an impedance analyzer whose probe has only two

terminals. To have reasonable accuracy, the I-V method requires the use of either a

high impedance voltage meter or a low impedance current sensor. This may bring

problems, especially at high frequencies when impedance matching becomes critical,

Another potential problem for the l-V method in the context of source impedance

measurement is it measures the parallel combination of the noise load (typically LISN)

and source impedance, The details will be covered in next section.

An alternative is the V-V method. Fig. 3-9 shows the conceptual diagram for V-V

method. The two resistors R, and R, represent the impedance of the measuring volt-

meters and are usually SOQ. Since the voltage across Z, is the sum of the voltages across

R, and R, and the current flowing through Z, is the same as that in R,, the expression

for Z, is thus:

(15)

Since the voltages V, and K can be easily measured as vector quantities, the phase

of Z, is known automatically. Again, K is either assumed to be much smaller than K,

,,,, or, when a tracking generator is used, to be of different frequency than Kw,.

The V-V method can be implemented by using a gain-phase analyzer, An advan-

tage of the V-V method is no high impedance voltmeter is needed. The SOQ vector

voltmeters in the gain-phase analyzer are good enough,

It is to be noted that although the measurement of input impedance of a power

7
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nimmsupplyalso employs the V-V method, there is an important difference in implementa-

tion. That is, a high impedance voltage probe is always used to measure V,, see Fig. 3-

9. The high impedance probe ceases to be of high impedance at high Irequencies and

tend to load down the measured circuit, lt is also difficult to avoid signal distortions

by using a high impedance probe at high frequencies due to transmission line imped-

ance mismatch.

3.2,2 V- VMetbod Imteadof I- VMe1bod

Due to the nonlinear nature of the DUT, it is desirable to measure the source imped-

ance with the DUT operating, In order to apply the Signal Injection Method, the

noise source model is still assumed to be that in Fig. 3-l. The l—V method is rather lim-

ited here because the network (typically LISN‘s) supplying 60Hz power to the DUT

tends to load down the source impedance and thus impose often a severe limitation on

the highest measurable Zs. See Fig. 3-10. The impedance measured by the I-V setup is

the parallel combination of Z,,,, and Z,. Unless Z,,„ is much larger than Z,, the meas-

urement result deviates from Z, significantly. The V-V method, on the other hand,

shows an advantage in such a case due to its ‘three point measurementl. See Fig. 3-ll.

Apparently, the presence of the 60Hz power source network does not affect the im-

plementation of this method. For this reason, V-V method was chosen for this thesis

worlt, The discussion hereafter is focused on this method.

Chapter lll Measurement Ol Noise Source Impedance
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3.2.3 Measurement Saug o[ VVMt·thod

To implement the V-V method, an I—IP4194A gain·phase analyzer is used. Fig. 3-12

shows the measurement setup for DM source impedance and Fig. 3-13 shows that for

the CM source impedance. The dotted boxes represent signal injection source and vec-

tor voltmeters. The two 500 resistors R, and R, represent the input impedance of the

two voltmeters, Wherever necessary, capacitors (C,, C,, and C,) are used to isolate the

signal source and voltmeters from the 60Hz power signal. Transformers are used to

eliminate the grounding problem, Transformers are so designed that the magnetizing

inductance appears to be a much higher impcdance to the SOQ termination resistance

within the interested frequency range, so that the total termination resistance remains

approximately SOQ, The leakage inductance of the transformers should also be kept at

a minimum to ensure that all the voltages appearing at the primary windings drop on

the 500 resistors. In Fig. 3-12, the 500pI—I inductor and capacitor C, (1pF) are used to

provide protection from 6OHz signal for the voltmeter (whose impedance is R,). In

Fig. 3-13, a common mode choke is used to bypass the 60Hz power signal (which is

differential) so that it does not flow through the SOQ resistor (R,) of one of the two

voltmeters. Notice the choice of values of the magnetizing inductance and capacitance

is based on the interested frequency range. If the frequency range is too broad, it is

necessary to break up the range into subranges and use different set of component val-

ues for different subranges.

Chapter III Measurement Of Noise Source Impedance J4
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Special Issues Related to Off-line Power Supplies

The measurement of the source impedance of an off-line power supply is different

from that of a dc/dc power supply in that the former has a rectifier which complicates

the issue. For both CM and DM, there are two emission states that alternate with

12OHz cycle due to the "on" and “off” of the rectifier. That is, the CM and the DM

source impedance are time-varying. The two emission states result in two impedance

values for both DM and CM source impedance. However, for both CM and DM, it

will be concluded that attention should be paid only to the impedance when rectifier is

on. There will be a discussion about the correct measurement of DM source imped-

ance during rectifier ON time. Again the rectifier plays an important role in this issue,

The arrangement of the following sections are as follows. First, two terms related

to the off-line converter emission are defined so that the later discussions of the issues

become easier. The measurement of CM source impedance is then considered. Then

the more complicated DM source impedance measurement is explained. A measure-

ment problem concerning the correct measurement of DM source impedance during

diode bridge ON is discussed last.

3.3.] Emission of Oßline Power Suglies

As discussed in Chapter II, due to the modulation of the diode bridge, the emis-

sions are different depending on the state of the diode bridge. To better describe the

phenomenon, please refer to Fig. 3-14. This figure shows the emission using the zero-

Y YYYY T Y
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cispanmode of the spectrum analyzer. The zero-span mode enables the observation of

the time-varying nature of the emission. This figure shows the zero-span at the fun-

damental switching frequency. The abscissa is time. It is clear in the figure that the

fundamental frequency is amplitude modulated at 120Hz. For a detailed description of

a spectrum analyzer’s zero-span mode, refer to Section 2.4 on page 13.

ON PORTION · a section of the zero-span trace of a harmonic that coincides in

time with the diode bridge ON state.

In Fig. 3-15, the marked time interval
“a"

corresponds to diode bridge ON state

and therefore corresponds to an ON POR TION. There are altogether four ON POR-

TIONS in each trace in this figure, each ON PORTION occupying approximately

1.4ms, i.e. 17% of a 120Hz period.

OFF PORTION - a section of the 7.ero~span trace of a harmonic that coincides in

time with the diode bridge OFF state.

In Fig. 3·15, the marked time interval
“b"

corresponds to diode bridge OFF state

and therefore corresponds to an OFFPORTION. There are three complete OFFPOR-

TIONS in each trace of the figure.

Since the abscissa of a zero-span is time, all traces should be experiencing zbeir ON

PORTIONs simultaneously.

3.3.2 Measurement of Common Mode Source lmgedance

As indicated in Section 3.1.1, source impedance can be calculated by using Eq.(10),

Chapter in Mwuremeni 0i Nmsc some iriiisäm 40
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where |A| stands for the attenuation caused by the inserted series impedance. How-

ever, |A| value depends on the state of the rectifier as described earlier. Fig, 3-15

shows a measurement result of CM emission, The upper trace is the CM emission be-

fore and the lower trace is the CM emission after the insertion of a series impedance,

and the difference in between is lA |, It can be seen that [Al is larger during the ON

PORTION (a portion) than during the OFF PORTION (b portion). So in theory,

there are two CM source impedances associated with CM emission, i.e. Zw (on) and

Z,„,, (off). However, the ZW, (off) is not of practical importance for the reason ex-

plained below.

Fig. 3-16 shows the model of CM emission of the power supply. When the diode

bridge is off, the whole CM loop impedance is higher, resulting in lower voltage at the

load (LISN). Compared to diode bridge ON state, the diode bridge in OFF state acts

like a series filter that attenuates the CM emission. No matter what type of filter is

used, the attenuated CM during diode bridge OFF state can not be greater than that

during diode bridge ON state. So the emission during diode bridge ON is the worst

case. In other words, the standard measurement of CM noise measures the maximum

of the trace which occurs at ON PORTIONs. Therefore, Z„,„ (off) is of no practical

significance,

Since the maximum value of the modulated CM emission is important, an efficient

way to measure the CM attenuation is to use normal spectrum analyzer mode (instead

of the zero-span mode) and activate the maximum hold function so that attenuations of

Chapter tix Waäettieht Of Noise se§„iaÄhee
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multiple harmonics can be measured simultaneously. Fig, 3-17 shows the result of such

a measurement,

It may cause some doubt as to why ONPORTION is much larger than OFFPOR TION

for the upper trace in Fig. 3-15 whereas the two are almost the same in the lower trace.

This can be explained as follows. When no series impedance is inscrted, whether the

diode bridge is on or it is off contributes signifieantly to the whole CM loop imped-

ance, However, when the series impedance (a CM choke of large impedance) is in

place, the loop impedance is much less dominated by the diode bridge and therefore

the on or off of the diode bridge makes little difference to the CM emission. The con-

clusion is that the source impedance when the rectifier is on gives us the useful infor-

mation while the other Z„„_ (off) is of no practical use and should not be measured.

Conclusion:

Measure only the ONPORTION CM source impedance.

3.3.3 Measurement ot DMSource lmgedance

Similar to the CM emission, the DM emission varies according to rectifier state, as

shown by the middle trace in Fig. 3-14, However, the issue is much more complicated

for the DM situation. From the waveform, the OFFPOR TION DM emission is higher

than otherwise. In normal EMI emission measurement, one would have measured the

peak of the emission which occurs at rectifier OFF state. However, if an X capacitor is

used (bottom trace), the OFF PORTION emission is dramatically reduced while the

Ti Ti
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ON POR TION is reduced only a little, resulting in the peak emission occurring at ON

state. This phenomenon is of importance and will be explained in the following two

sections,

Eßect of Circuit Unbalarzce During OFFPORTION

The DM emissions in an off-line converter may be dominated by the CM noise

source when the circuit is unbalanced. This makes the measurement of DM source

impedance more complicated than its CM counterpart. The following paragraphs ex-

plain the phenomenon in detail.

In Fig. 3-18, the upper trace shows the unfiltered DM emission. Obviously the

OFF PORTION is much higher than the ON POR TION (as much as 20dB). The rea-

son that OFFPOR TION is huge can be explained by the model shown in Fig, 3-19. In

Fig. 3-19 the diode pair dl-d3 are assumed to he the pair that is just turned off by the

60Hz current. However, due to the existence of the common mode noise source VG

(due to high frequency switching of the semiconductor switches in a power supply), dl

and d3 will conduct alternately depending on the polarity of VG. Under the extreme

situation, suppose dl is an ideal open and d3 an ideal short, the DM generated by VG is

I,,,,
-

(I, - I,) / 2
-

(I, + I,) / 2
-

I,-M
-

IG / 2, i.e. VG is generating CM and DM

equally. So the CM source VG is generating not only CM noise but also significant

DM noise due to the extreme unbalance in the two legs (line and neutral) caused by the

diode pair. Since the OFFPORTION is dominated by the common-mode·induced DM

Sourcßdance
"TT
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(instead of the intrinsic DM), the elimination of it can be effectively achievcd by bal-

ancing the two legs, as explained below.

Eßect of Balancing the Circuit hy an X Cagacitor

The lower trace in Fig. 3-18 shows the dramatically attenuated OFF PORTION

when an X capacitor is applied to balance the two legs. After the circuit is balanced,

the ON POR TION stands out, The ON PORTION is considered to be dominated by

intrinsic DM because both diodes conduct and the unbalance in the two legs is negligi—

ble.

OFFPORTIONDM Source Imgedance is o[ Little Imgortance

i

As explained above, the huge DM OFF PORTION is caused by extreme unbalance

in the circuit and can be easily eliminated by balancing the circuit through the use of

an X capacitor. Since most EMI filters contain at least one X capacitor, the circuit will

be balanced automatically when the filter is applied, So when measuring the DM noise

source impedance, the OFFPORTION should be ignored.

Unlilte in the CM situation, zero-span mode has to be used to measure every har-

monic since ON PORTION is non-distinguishable from the OFF PORTION in the

normal spectrum analyzer mode.

Exglanation o[ Two Other Phenomena in Emission Measurement

Chapter in Measurement ot Noise sourceiiiipedsneéiw
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•
Broadband Noise

Another phenomenon that happens at the beginning of the OFF FOR TION is the

broadband noise (see Section 2.3 for a detailed description). This is indicated by the

‘spike’ in Fig, 3-18. The broadband noise in an off-line power supply is caused by the

turning off of the diode bridge. The current in the LISN inductors can no longer flow

through the diode bridge and turn to flow through the spectrum analyzer causing a

spike. lt should be pointed out that similar to OFF PORTION emission, the broad-

band noise can also be easily eliminated by adding an X capacitor.

In Fig. 3-18 it can be noticed that any two adjacent ON POR TIONs are different,

especially for the lower trace. This brings a measurement problem because the at-

tenuation to the ONPORTION by an X capacitor is not consistent. The conclusion is

this problem can be eliminated by attenuating the CM first. The detailed explanation

is as follows.

•
Inconsistenz ONFOR TlONs ofDM Emission

Notice the lowest trace in Fig. 3-14. There is an approximately 7dB difference be-

tween two adjacent ON PORTIONS. This makes measurement of the ON PORTION

DM source impedance difficult. After some investigations, the reason was found. See

Fig. 3-14 and Fig. 3-20. Since for adjacent ON FORTIONS, different diode pairs con-

duct, DM currents at the LISNs are 180° out of phase, just like the two vectors B and

C. However, CM currents for adjacent ON PORTIONS are in phase, as indicated by

Y
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the vector A. The DM detector (180° power combiner) at the LISNs RF ports has a

limited common mode rejection ratio (CMRR), typically 40dB. Therefore what we

observe at the output end of the DM detector is the (vector) sum of CM residual and

DM. Since the CM in Fig. 3-14 is huge, even after being attenuated by 40dB, the resid-

ual is still not too smaller than the DM, as indicated by the vector D, So for the first

ON PORTION, |B+D| appears at the output of the DM detector, whereas for the

second ON PORTION, )C+D| which equals |-B+D| appears at the output of the

DM detector.

The explanation was further verified by significantly reducing the CM current at

the LISNs. Fig. 3-21 shows a similar set of traces as Fig. 3-14 except that an LC CM

filter was applied. Apparently the ONPOR TIONS of the lowest trace are equal now.

So it is always desirable to seek a DM detector with as much CMRR as possible. It

is also common practice to attenuate one mode before measuring the other mode.

ln the present case, it is gcnerally not correct to take the arithmetic mean of two

adiacent ON PORTIONS to obtain the tme DM because CM and DM are adding in

vector space instead of scalar space.

3.4 Finding The Source impedance Of An Off-Line Converter By [LM

The source impedance of an off-line converter is to be measured using the two pro-

posed methods, First the measurement of attenuation is described, Then the source

impedance is calculated. Finally the source impedance is verified.

Chapter iiiiirliluiemcnt ot
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3.4.1 Description o[DUTandEgu1gment Needed

The power stage of the converter was shown in Fig. 2-5 and is to be repeated here

as Fig. 3·22. A photograph of the whole converter (not including the other half of the

chassis) is shown in Fig. 3·23.

Spccifications of the DUT:

IQ,
-

IZOVAC, Vw
-

ISVDC, P„„,„
-

60W, [
-

269.5KHz @ 3.5Watts, Fully

Enclosed in a Metal Chassis, EMI Filter Removed.

The equipment needed is: two single-line LISNs, a 0° and a 180° power combiner, a

spectrum analyzer and a screen room. A photo of the test site is shown in Fig. 3-24.

3.4,2 Mmsumnenz og Azzenuazion andFilm Imgedanrc

Common Mode

Since the CM source impedance is usually very large (> >25Q), the series insertion

method is used. The measurement setup is shown in Fig, 3-25. The spectra of CM

emissions before and after a CM choke was applied are shown in Fig. 3-17 and are re-

peated in Fig. 3-26: To calculate CM source impedance, the attenuation |A | and choke

impedance |Z,„,,,| are needed. The attenuation is obtained by finding the difference

between corresponding harmonics of the two measurements. For example, at the fun-

damental frequency (269.5KHz), the baseline CM emission is 95dBpV and the attenu-

ated CM is 81.9dBpV. Therefore the attenuation is: 95dB|,iV - 81.9dBp,iV
-

l3.ldB.

The CM cholte impedance |Z,„„,| can be found by an impedance analyzer.

Chapter in Meastäinent 01 Noise Source impeäioeei
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In Fig. 3-25 , the two IOOKQ damping resistors are used to control the impedance

of the CM coil near its self-resonant frequency otherwise the coil impedance would

both be too large and sensitive to ambient structure such as a piece of metal nearby.

The corresponding measurement results are listed in Table I below and also shown

graphically in Fig. 3-27.

Table L CMSource lmpedance Meaxuremmz Dazu

Fr°q‘ä:°y
0.27 0.sa 0.112

N
117 1.6s 1.92 2.2 2.07 2.7s 3.02 1 1

E
1.ss

lZ—·~§l” 31 39 32 26 22 Il
N

10.4

¤
x.x s.z

^“°‘,;,‘,;°“°“
11.1 2l 1 22.1 21 21.• 21.1 11.3 21.6 21.6 21.6 21.1 I3 s 21.7 21.6

"CM Cholee Data: Core
-

TDK HSB-TI4.$·20·7, 21,
·-

5000, Turns Per Winding
-

87,

lWnding Technique
-

Byilar, Parallel Dumping ResistorPer lwndmg
-

IOOKQ

Di§eren1ialMode

It has been mentioned in Section 3.3 that in the case of an off-line converter, the

diode bridge may cause measurement difficulties such as inconsistent DM attenuation,

due to the limited CMRR of the DM detector. One way to overcome this problem is

to attenuate the CM emission first so that the CM residual appearing at the output of

the DM detector is well below the DM level. See Fig. 3-28 for measurement setup.

In the setup, the DUT is floating, and C, represents the chassis-to-ground capaci-

tance. Since C, is usually very small (tens of pico-farads), the chassis-to-ground imped-

ance is therefore very large (higher than that of the most effective CM choke). The

two Y capacitors (CY, and CV) and C, form a very effective second order CM filter.

This filter completely eliminates the CM residual problem discussed in Section 3.3.3.

Tri,
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ruSincethe DM source impedance during ON PORTION is found to be of low im-

pedance (by trial and error), the shunt insertion method is applied. The shunt compo-

nent is the series combination of a 19 resistor and a 1uF capacitor. The lf} resistor is

used to dominate the shunt impedance so that the difficult-to-account-for self resonance

of the 1uF capacitor will not become a significant source of error.

As an illustration, Fig. 3-29 shows the zero-span at the fundamental frequency

(269.5KHz) of DM emission before and after the insertion of the shunt component.

The ON PORTION before attenuation is 71.7dBpV, and that after attenuation is

58.9dBpV. So the attenuation at the fundamental frequency is: 7l,7dB1J.V
- 58.9dB|,1V

-
12.8dB.

The attenuation and impedance of the shunt component up to near 4MHz are

listed in Table Il and also shown graphically in Fig. 3-30.

Table IL DMSource Impedance Measurement Data

F‘°"“°“°y

0.27 :1.66 0.112 1.17 1.66 1.92 :.2 2.67 2.75 1.02 1.1 1.611 1.xs
Hz

lz-»··«···l° 1.03 1.0s 1.07 1.12 1.13
Q

^"";‘£"‘°° 12.11 11.2 11.1 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.7 117 11.916.13.4.3

Calculatiort ot Source Imgedance

With the information of measurement filter impedance and filter attenuation, noise

source impedance can be readily found simply by applying the two formulas Eqs.(10)

and (13) developed in Section 3.1 (see Page 19). For easy reference, the two equations

are shown below.

Chapter lll Measurement or Noise Source Impeclance
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„ IZ..,„...I
I-.1 =+

<¤¤>
(IA! -1I

2
IZ1I 1/IIAI - II. (13)

Common Mode

As an illustration, the calculation of CM source impedance at the fundamental fre-

quency will be shown in detail. From Table I, it is known that at the fundamental fre-

quency (Z69.5KHz), |Z,„„_,|
-

31KW, and |A|
-

13.ldB
-

4,52 (times). By applying

Eq.(10), the CM source impedance is:

IZ I um
IZMI
el-: =7.0KQ. (16)„II|AI’

-1I 1II4.52|‘ -1

CM source impedance at other frequencies can be calculated in the same manner.

The result is listed in Table III and also shown graphically in Fig. 3-31,

Table IIL CMSource lmpedance and Measurement Data

6.22 1.12 1.12 2,62 2.75 1.62 1.11.ssIZ;-I

31 19 32 26 11 11 11.4 1.1 1.1
^““;;"l°“

11.1 Z1 1 22.1 21 21.6 21,1 21.s 11.6 21.6 21.6 21.1 21.1 21.2 21.6

IZ;-| 2616
N

2661 1162 1622 927
E

755 211 661 126
¤

From the Bode plot of the magnitude of Z„„, it is apparent that the CM source im-

pedance is very close to purely capacitive. It would be therefore unnecessary to use the

Hilbert transform to derive phase.

Y YY
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Because a shunt component is used to derive the DM source impedance, Eq.(13)

should be used. The shunt impedance at the fundamental frequency is |Z,,,_,„|
-

1.189, and the attenuation is |A |
-

12.8dB
-

4.37 (times). So the DM source imped-

ance at the fundamental frequency is:

-1) :1.189 X in : 5.029. (17)

DM source impedance at other frequencies can be calculated in the same manner.

The result is listed in Table IV and also shown graphically in Fig. 3-32.

Tab/e IV DMSource lmpedance Measuremmz Dam

F'¤‘§;‘°y
0,27 147 1.1 1.67 2.76

E
4.; 4.ss ms

NN^""ä‘“°"12.8 11.1 11.1 iss
N

1).4 11.7 13.7 13.9 164 16.6 16.6

IZ;-I
¤

6.75
¤

6.75 6.75 6.75 6.77 5.02
¤

5.575.673.4.4

Verzjxcazion o[ Source lmgedance

There are several ways to verify the measured source impedance. One way is to use a

iter component wir i ei-ent va ue an compare t e pre icte an measure at-fl h d ff l d h d d d d

tenuation. A second way is to examine the internal structure of the DUT and deter-

mine the component that dominates the source impedance.

Chapterlll Measurement Ol Noise $6551770 Impedance
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Common Mode

The first way to verify the CM source impedance is to use a CM choke that has a

different impedance than the original one, and see if the measured attenuation of the

new choke agrees with the predicted. Fig. 3-33 shows the result of such a test, Clearly,

the measured and predicted attenuations agree very well. The construction data for the

new choke is listed below as a reference.

Core
-

TDK H5B~TI4.5·20-7, M
-

$000, Tums Per

Mnding
-

42, Mnding Technique
-

Bßlar,

Another way to confirm the rough range of the CM source impedance is to insert

an LC filter and compare the predicted and measured attenuation. As has been indi-

cated, it only verifies the rough range of the source impedance, due to the nature of a

second order filter.

Fig, 3-34 shows the measurement setup, The corresponding comparison result is

shown in Fig, 3-35. It can be seen that the difference between the two is within 2dB.

Digzerential Mode

Since the measured DM source impedance is of very low value (several ohms), it is

not very effective to verify it by using another shunt component because it is difficult

to know exactly the impedance value of a shunt component if it is less than IQ. Thus

instead of using the approach in the CM verification, the measured DM source imped-

ance is directly verified by examining the stmcture of the DUT, see Fig. 3-36. Suppose

diodes dl and d3 are on, the impedance to the right of the bulk capacitor is virtually
Y
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shorted by it. The thermistor is found to have a resistance of approximately 4.8Q

when the circuit is operating and therefore is the dominant impedance in the DM path

when the diode bridge is on. This strongly agrees with the Table IV data. The fact

that the measured DM source impedance goes up gradually with frequency suggests

that the DM current loop inductance starts to come into picture when the frequency

becomes higher.

3.5 Finding The Source lmpedance Of An Off-Line Converter By SIM

The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 3-12 and Fig. 3-13. The measurement of

source impedance by the Signal Injection Method is also complicated by the existence

of a diode bridge in the DUT.

In the case of CM, little problem was encountered since the source impedance was

dominated by the circuit-to-chassis capacitance so the state of the diode bridge did not .

have significant influence on measurement results. A plot of the measured CM source

impedance is shown in Fig. 3-37. The spikes in the two curves are the result of DUT

emission. For example, the callout saying "Fundamental” indicates that the spike was

caused by the fundamental component of the DUT noise. From the figure it is appar-

ent to tell that measured impedance is highly capacitive, and its value is close to the re

sult obtained by [nsertion Loss Method.

In the case of DM, the source impedance varies dramatically when the diode bridge

changes state. If the measuring device has fast enough responding speed, it can be syn-

Chapter 11} Measurement 0} Noise some impedance ss
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chronized with ON PORTIONs, and acquire data only during the diode bridge ON

state, i,e,, a gated measurement. However, the gain-phase analyzer is apparently not

fast enough. This is evidenced by the displayed DM source impedance curve being

highly wrapping: it swings very fast between several Ohms and several Kilo-ohms.

Under such a situation, no guarantee can be made about the accuracy of the measure-

ment result. Assume the instantaneous impedance curve is an accurate representation

of what is happening in the DUT, then the ON PORTION DM source impedance can

be found simply by picking the lower envelope of the recorded Curve. Unfortunately,

the original gain-phase analyzer plot of the measurement result was not preserved and

thus cannot be listed here.
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CHARACTERIZING EMI Fitrmts BY T1-re [Z] Mmmx APr>RoAcH

As mentioned in Chapter I, the performance of an EMI filter depends not only on the

filter itself but also on the noise source impedance and the noise load impedance. Up

to date, all commercially available EMI filters are characterized by filter attenuation

curves published in the manufacturers' catalogs. These attenuation curves are obtained

with a SOQ system, i.e. both the source impedance and the load impedance are assumed

SOQ. In reality, the source and load impedance of a power supply can be very much

different from 50Q and therefore, the manufacturers' published attenuation curves

could deviate significantly from reality. In the past, due to the lack of knowledge of

noise source impedance, further effort to characterize these filters was not very mean-

ingful. However, as a result of the studies discussed in Chapter III, source impedance

information is no longer difficult to obtain. It then becomes a rewarding practice for

EMI filter manufacturers to properly characterize their products since prediction of

filter effectiveness becomes practical.

In this chapter, a new method to characterize EMI filters is proposed. Instead of

characterizing the filter by attenuation curves as conventionally done, it is proposed

that the filter be characterized by its impedance matrix. This can be done independ-

Chapter IV Charactcrizmg EMI Filters By The [Z] Matrix Approach 70
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mtentlywithout having to assume source or load impedance, From the impedance ma-

trix obtained, the filter attenuation curves can be calculated using a formula developed

in this chapter. An impedance / gain-phase analyzer was used for such characterization

and the results obtained were verified experimentally, This method automatically

takes parasitic effects into consideration and is accurate even at very high frequencies

(> 10MH7.).

4.1 Characterization or A Linear Passive Two-Port Network

For the benefits of later discussion, tw0·p0rt network theory will be reviewed in this

section first [5].

For a linear passive two-port network, there are four external variables. Namely,

Port #1 voltage V, and current l,, Port #2 voltage V, and current I,, as shown in Fig. 4-

1, The relationship among these four variables can be used to fully describe the exter-

nal behavior of the two-port network. Two linear equations are needed to describe the

system. Each linear equation expresses a variable in terms of the linear combination of

two other variables. Different combinations of these equations give us six different

pairs of equations, whose coefficient matrices are commonly referred to as [Z], [Y],

[G], [H], and [ABCD] etc, Selection of proper matrix to model the network depends

on the application and the ease of parameter measurement. Some of the parameters are

more difficult to measure than others when the frequency is high. For example, the A

Y
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parameter in the [ABCD] matrix (defined as V, / K when I,
-

0) requires the meas-

urement of Port #2 open circuit voltage. This is difficult to achieve at high frequencies

due to parasitic capacitance. Another example is the B parameter (defined as -V,/I,

when V,
-

O ) which requires the measurement of short circuit current. This is also

difficult to achieve at high frequencies because of parasitic inductance.

The conclusion is that transfer functions are more difficult to measure than driving-

point functions at high frequencies due to the necessity to measure open-circuit volt-

ages or short-circuit currents, (A transfer function is defined as the ratio of two vari-

ables of different ports, while a driving point function is defined as the ratio of two

variables of the same port. For example, V,/I, is a transfer function whereas V,/I, is a

driving point function.)

An EMI Filter/1sA Two-Port Network

Generally speaking, the CM filter is a common-terminal four-port network. However,

due to the symmetry of the CM filter, it can be treated as a simple passive two—port

network. The DM filter is a passive two—port network. Fig. 4-2 shows how a typical

EMI filter is decomposed into two (CM and DM) twtyport networks. The DM part is

obtained by leaving the ground terminals open while the CM part is obtained by short-

ing the Line and Neutral terminals on both sides. As a convention, the port facing the

noise source is to be called Port #1 and the port facing the noise load (such as LISN’s) is

to be called Port #2. Thus, for either the CM or the DM filter, a 4x4 matrix can be

Chapter rv tihmeterazihg Emi Filters By The (2] 73
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employed to describe it. Furthermore, since the filter is usually made up of LCR’s, it

is a reciprocal network. Thus the elements I2 and 2I of the 4><4 matrix should equal

(e.g. 2,,
-

2,,), leaving only three unknown parameters for a complete description of a

filter.

Filter attenuation (or insertion loss) is defined as the ratio of the load voltage with-

out the filter to that with the filter (see Eq.(5) on page 23). If the source and load im-

pedance plus the filter describing matrix parameters are known, attenuation can be cal-

culated. Now the problem is which matrix to choose, The selection criterion is ease

of measurement and ease of usage.

4.2 A Proposed Characterization Method For EMI Filters

A two port [Z] matrix
Iägll E11

is proposed for the characteriution of an EMI fil-

21 22

ter. The [Z] matrix is chosen for the reason that all the four parameters can either be

measured or calculated from simple measurement. The details arc given in the follow-

ing paragraphs.

Both 2,, and 2,, are driving point impedance and can be measured quite accurately

up to very high frequencies (e,g. 3OMHz) using an impedance analyzer. The transfer

impedance 2,, and 2,, are not easily measurable as explained in Section 4.1, Fortu-

nately, most EMI filters can be treated as a passive reciprocal network, so 2,,
-

2,, (in

the situation of an active EMI filter, the statement may not hold). Let the symbol 2,-

YY Y
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be used to represent the transfer impedance, i,e,, ZH
-

ZH
-

Z, So now there is only

one transfer impedance to determine. One measurement that is both easy to carry out

and closely related to transfer impedance is the measurement of filter attenuation in a

known system (typically a SOQ system). For example, the gain-phase analyzer function

of an HP4l94A (see Fig. 4-S) enables the measurement of the complex attenuation of a

two-port filter in a SOQ system, This may be used to determine Z,. A look at the

mathematics will give us a clearer view of the relationship. Fig. 4-3 shows the intended

use of the filter. The relationship between filter attenuation and its impedance matrix

can be determined in the following manner.

Relationship among the four port variables (from definition of [Z] matrix):

V Z Z ]

(ml

Relationship between port variables and external circuit:

V, = V\
— Z_( -], (19)

l',=—Z, ·l: (20)

By definition (see Eq,(5) on page 23), the attenuation of the filter is:

Z ?Z; 7 V~
A, : (21)

By manipulating Eq.(l8) through Eq.(2l) above, the following expression can be

obtained:

(Ih.1pterIV chenieeemihg Emi Filters ay The [2] Matrix Approach 76
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Al :
Z,Z, —Zf

(22)
1, (1, + 1,)

Or alternatively,

1f + 1, A, (1, + 1, ) = 1,1, + 1,1,, + 1,1,, + 1,,1,, (2;)

This is a quadratic equation of Z,. If both the source and load impedance are

known, and especially when they are equal (i.e., Z,
-

Z,
-

R), Eq.(23) can be simpli-

fied as:

Zf+Z,A,(2R)=R:+RZ,,+RZ,,+Z,,Z,, (Z4)

By solving it, we have

Z,whereA, is the attenuation when both the source and load impedance are equal to R.

Therefore, for a given R value and the measured results of Z,,, Z,, and A,, Z, can be

calculated according to Eq.(25). A, can be practically measuted using a gain-phase ana—

lyzer such as the HI’4l94A. lt should be pointed out that the choice of R does not af-

fect Z, since A, varies accordingly. ln practice, R is usually chosen to be S0!).

Notice that the square root operation in Eq.(25) is performed in the complex sense,

and there are two values associated with it. The magnitudes of the two roots of Z, are

very different, one being very large, the other very small. In the context of a low pass

filter such as the EMI filter, a low value of Z, is the reasonable choice,

Notice that all the [Z] parameters and A, discussed here are complex variables and

are functions of frequency. One of the advantages of using this approach is that all

V
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parasitic effects are automatically included in the characteristics.

4.2.1 Chamcterizazion Mazrices For Common Mode And Dißerential Mode

For a given filter, there is a corresponding set of [Z]CM parameters, i.e. Z,,, ZT, and

ZT for the common mode characteristics and a set of [2],,,, parameters for the differen-

tial mode charaneristics. In other words, it takes two sets of [Z] parameters to com-

pletely characterize a composite EMI filter.

4.2.2 Usage Of The Filter Matrix

With a known [Z] matrix, one can predict the attenuation of an EMI filter when

the noise source impedance and noise load impedance are given. To find out the filter

attenuation with a specific source impedance and load impedance, the following equa-

tion can be used:

IA I IA:. + 2,2,, + 2,2,, + 2,,2,, — 2iI
IAA,I

Z, (Z„ + Z,)

where Z, is the source impedance and ZT is the load impedance. This equation comes

directly from Eq.(2Z). It is noted that all the parameters, ZA, ZU Z,,» Zis, ZT are complex

numbers in general.

4.3 Experimental Verification

Ch¤}i¤e,·ii\? iÖi·,ÄÄe,·HiiigZiib]1ii}=s1¤ersÜisy hie MQ}-ix Äpproach 79
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To verify the proposed method, an off-line power supply was used as the noise source

and a commercial EMI filter as the device under test (DUT below). Schematic of the

DUT is shown in Fig. 4-4.

ln Section 4.3.1, actual implementation will be described and the results will be

shown. ln Section 4.3.2, a comparison of the predicted and the measured results is

given.

4.].1 Exgmme-mal Cbamcterization of the Fi/zer

The measurement of Z„ and Z„ is straightforward: by using an impedance measur-

ing equipment such as the HP4194A (see Fig. 4-5), Bede plots of the impedance can be

directly obtained. Fig. 4~6(a) and (b) show the plots of the complex Z„ and ZH of the

DM part of the DUT.

The setup shown in Fig. 4-5 is for measurement 0fAT in a 5OQ system. A sinewave

signal is generated by a built-in SOS) source and is split into two identical signals (at the

two channels marked ‘DUAL') by a built-in power splitter. One signal is directed to

the REFERENCE channel, the other is fed to the input of the DUT. The signal going

through the DUT is attenuated by it and then sent to the TEST channel. Due to the

function of the power splitter, the two signal paths are well isolated and therefore the

signal at the REFERENCE channel is equal to the signal that would appear at the

Chapm IV Characterizmg EMI Filters By The [Z] Mama; Approach so
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TEST channel when there is no filter. Therefore the ratio of the signal at the REFER-

ENCE channel to that at the TEST channel is the filter attenuation. The measured A,

curves of the DM part of the DUT are shown in Fig. 4-6(c). By using the results of

Fig. +6(a), (b), (c) and Eq.(25), 2,- can be obtained. See Fig. 4-6(d).

The results shown in Fig. +6(a) (2,,), (2,,) and (d) (2,, and 2,,) are a complete

representation of the DUT’s DM characteristics. For example, the [Z] matrix at

1,1MHz is as follows (from the figure):

[2,, 2,,] zi 65276" 2,92 (27)
Z2, ZH

Im
2.92

—
l80° 122- 86°

As frequency varies, [Z] matrix changes according to these figures.

CM characteristics can be obtained in like manner and the results are shown in Fig.

4-7.

4.3.2 Verijzcamm og I~“ilze·rArrmuaritm in im Exgimerml Power Sugly

By using the filter characteristics curves obtained (see Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 4-7), filter

effectiveness can be predicted for a specific power supply. The noise source impedance

of the power supply was measured using the insertion loss method discussed in Chap-

ter III, and the results are shown in Fig. 4-8. By using Eq.(26) in Section 4.2.2 and the

results in Fig. 4-6, Fig. +7 and Fig, 4-8, filter attenuation can be calculated. The pre-

dicted and the measured attenuation curves are shown in Fig. +9. For both DM and

CM, the predicted and the measured curves agree very well.

Chapter iv chmeteeaiah; Emi Filters By The [2] Matrix Approach
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in4.3.3Discussion

ln Fig. 4-9, attenuation in a SOQ system is also shown (dotted lines). Although the

difference between the attenuation in two different type of systems (i.e. a SOQ system

and a non-SOQ system) is not significant in this example, there exist situations where

the difference is much more significant. This happens when either the noise source or

noise load impedance or both deviate significantly from SOQ. Fig. 4-10 shows the DM

attenuation of the DUT under different source and load impedance conditions. Notice

for Curve#2 where
“FCC”

is indicated, the noise load is IOOQ, and for Curve#3 and

Curve#4 where “MlL-STD—46lB” is indicated, two standard 10pF feedthrough capaci-

tors are used (in series) as the noise load. The notation “|Z_,,„,\
-

47nF“ means the

DM source impedance is approximately that of a 47nF capacitor.
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Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

5.1 Conclusions

Several conclusions are summarized in the following.

1. The Insertion Loss Method has been found very effective both in investigating con-

ducted emission mechanisms and in the actual measurement of the noise source imped-

ance.

Insertion Loss Method only measures the magnitude of source impedance. When

necessary, the Hilbert transform can be used to derive approximate phase information

of the source impedance from the magnitude Curve.

2. The measurement of the noise source impedanee of an off-line converter is much

more complicated than dc/dc converter source impedance measuring. Noise emission

mechanisms has to be first recognized, or the measurement result can be useless. For

an experimental off-line converter, noise emission mechanism when the diode bridge is

off has been found very different from that when the diode bridge is on. The severe

unbalance in the circuit during diode bridge OFF time introduces huge DM noise. It is

concluded that only the source impedance during diode bridge ON time is of practical

importance.

V
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3. It is found that in an off-line power supply, because the emissions are usually modu-

lated by the rectifier, zero-span mode of the spectmm analyzer is the desirable mode of

operation to observe the time-varying nature of the emission. Insight into emission

nature is obtained through this mode of operation,

4 The proposed Signal Injection Method to measure source impedance is a good

method in that it directly provides the phase information as well as magnitude infor-

mation of the measured impedance. A potential problem with the Signal Injection

Method is, in the case of an off-line converter, the source impedance is modulated, and

the measuring equipment may not respond fast enough to catch the on·off nature of

the emission.

5, Impedance matrix method is proposed to characterize EMI filters. With this new

characteriution method and the source impedance information obtained, one can pre-

dict the filter attenuation when the filter is placed with a switching power supply.

This has not been possible before. This assertion has been experimentally verified,

5.2 Future Research

I. The Signal Injection Method is a quick and easy way to measure impedance. It also

provides the phase information directly. The problem is, a gain-phase analyzer such as

the HP4l94A may not be fast enough to accurately capture the highly changing im-

pedance in the case of off-line power supplies where diodes are switching, Further

work is necessary to resolve this problem.

T T T T T T ii E T
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2, Further work is desirable to achieve an automated system for noise source imped-

ance measurement and an automated system for characterizing the filter attenuation.

3. With the systems described in Item #2, it is desirable to integrate this system with

software to automate the design of an EMI filter for power supplies.
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